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Abstract

We present a new algorithm, SIE, for de-
signing lumped parameter models from
first principles. Like the IBIS system of
Williams [12], SlE uses a qualitative rep-
resentation of parameter interactions to
guide its search and speed the test for work-
ing designs. But SIE’S INTERACTION SET
representation is considerably simpler than
IBIS’S space of potential and existing inter-
actions. Furthermore, sI~. is both complete
and systematic -- it explores the space of
possible designs in an nonredundant man-
Ner.

1 Introduction

A long standing concern of Artificial Intelligence has
been the automation of synthesis tasks such as plan-
ning [1] and design. Of the many approaches to de-
sign (e.g., library design, parameterized design, etc.)
innovative (or first principles) design has seemed 
present the greatest combinatorial challenge. In this
paper, we extend the work of Williams [12] on the
IBIS innovative design system. Like IBIS we assume
the lumped parameter model of components and
connections that is common in system dynamics.

We take the problem of innovative design to be the
following:

¯ Input:

1. A set of possible components (described
in terms of terminals, terminal variables,
component variables, and equations relat-
ing the variables).

2. Constraints on the number and type of le-
gal connections between terminals.

*This research was funded in part by National Science
Foundation Grant IRI-8957302, Office of Naval Research
Grant 90-J-1904, and a grant from the Xerox corpora-
tion. We gratefully acknowledge Oren Etzioni’s emer-
gency faxxing service.

3. A description of an existing, incomplete de-
vice (specified as a component-connection
graph).

4. A set of equations that denote the desired
behavior of the complete design.

¯ Output: A component connection graph which
subsumes the existing device and whose equa-
tions are consistent and imply the desired be-
havior.

In this paper, we present a new algorithm, SIE,
(for Systematic Interaction Explorer), for perform-
ing this task of design from first principles. While
our algorithm is based on IBIS it has a number of
advantages over that algorithm.

¯ SIE is complete.

¯ SIE is systematic, ie it explores the space in an
nonredundant manner [5].

¯ SIE shares IBIS’s interaction-focused search, yet

¯ SIE is small, simple, and easy to understand.

In particular, this paper presents a way to perform
interaction-based invention without the complexity
of IBIS’S space of existing interactions, space of po-
tential interactions, and the complex links and map-
pings between spaces. Besides simplicity, our ap-
proach results in complete and systematic explo-
ration of the space of possible designs; we believe
these properties yield greatly increased search effi-
ciency.

1.1 A Brief Description of SIE

We introduce our algorithm by first describing a sim-
pler approach to design from first principles and then
refining it. Generate and test is perhaps the simplest
way to solve innovative design tasks. The generator
could produce all designs with N components be-
fore those with N q- 1. The testor would compile the
component equations using Kirchoff’s current law to
form a set of equations for the complete device [3] all
and then determine whether these equations satisfy
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the goal specifications1.

There are two classic ways to improve this approach
[14]: to use a hierarchical testor to increase speed,
and to incorporate aspects of the testor into the gen-
erator so that fewer designs are considered, sIE in-
corporates both changes: a concise encoding of the
possible interaction paths is kept using the INTER-
ACTION SET data structure. Each partial design is
annotated with a set of parameter sets; two param-
eters share an interaction set if and only if a change
in the value of one can affect the other, i.e. if there is
an interaction path between them. Just as IBIS uses
MINIMA to verify a design that has an appropriate
path of interactions, SIE uses interaction sets as the
first of two steps in design verification. But SIE’s
use of interaction sets is not limited to the testor;
as befits an informed generator, SIE uses interaction
sets to heuristically guide the creation of plausibly
connected component topologies. Section 3 has the
details.

As explained fully in section 3, our interaction set
representation is considerably simpler than ISIS’s
space of potential and existing interactions, allowing
us to greatly simplify the whole design algorithm.
Thus we believe our main contribution is a simple
reformulation of IBIS’s basic strategy -- making it
clearer and easier to understand. As a bonus, we
get the additional properties of completeness and
systematicity. At present we remain unsure of the
scaling potential for both IBIS and SIE, but we hope
to investigate this question empirically as we have
with planning algorithms [2].

1.2 Roadmap

In the next section, we summarize recent work on de-
sign from first principles, concentrating on William’s
IBIS algorithm. Then in section 3 we describe the SIE
algorithm and demonstrate it on the simple punch-
bowl example. In section 4 we use a more complex
example to illustrate how our approach can be used
to create devices with multiple operating regions.
Then, in section 5, we discuss our implementation
strategy and consider the scalability of our approach
(and that of IBIS).

2 Previous Work

While there is a vast literature on design compila-
tion, library approaches, case-based design and other
approaches with restricted aims, there has been lit-
tle work on design from first principles -- presum-
ably due to the combinatorics involved. Roylance
[7] backward chains from the specification equations

1Depending on the specific type of equations being
used to model components (e.g., linear, mixed qualita-
tive / quantitative, etc.) one can imagine using differ-
ent techniques to implement this test: MATHEMATICA
[15], MINIMA, BOUNDEa [8], simulation, or some other
technique.

using abstractions of primitive components, but as-
sumes the purpose of each device and so loses com-
pleteness. Ulrich’s [9] schematic synthesis algorithm
uses heuristic modifications to generate bond graphs
from a specification consisting of the parameters
to be related, an abstract characterization of the
derivative or integral relation between the param-
eters, and a specification of the lumped parameter
model of the input and output. If Ulrich’s program
accepted equational specifications, then a call to a
more powerful solver would be a necessary final test.

Rather than searching though the space of possi-
ble components, Williams’ [12] IBIS system searches
through abstractions of this space. Specifically, IBIS
constructs two graphs, the space of existing inter-
actions and the space of potential interactions. The
former is a graph whose nodes denote the value of pa-
rameters of the existing components (e.g., the pres-
sure at the bottom of the particular vat V1); hyper-
edges in the graph signify a set of parameters that
are related by an equation in a component descrip-
tion or by a connection law such as the generalized
Kirchoff’s Current Law. The space of potential in-
teractions is similar except nodes represent classes
of parameters (e.g., the class of parameters denoting
the pressure at the bottom of vats) and hyperedges
represent relations that could be added. The two
graphs are linked with edges that connect existing
parameters with their respective classes. The most
elegant aspect of this data structure is the way that
the finite space of potential interactions represents
an unbounded number of possible additions to the
existing structure, yet we argue below that this very
feature is also a weakness.

Conceptually, IBIS generates a design in three stages.

1. First, IBIS searches the combined interaction
space to find a minimal hyperpath through
these graphs relating the parameters in the
specification equation.

2. If a hyperpath is found, IBIS constructs the cor-
responding physical structure by creating a new
component of type C when the minimal hyper-
path includes a hyperedge corresponding to a
C-class component equation. A connection is
made between components’ terminals for hyper-
edges corresponding to connection laws.

3. The global equational model of the device from
step 2 is compiled and given to MINIMA [11]
along with the specification for verification. If
the device fails to meet the specification, con-
trol reverts to step 1 (with either the original
interaction graph or with one created by heuris-
tically adding parts of the failing hyperpath to
the space of existing interactions) and a new
hyperpath is sought.

The key assumption made by IBIS is that a finite
representation (the space of potential interactions)
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of the unbounded set of addable components leads to
efficient search, since "Path tracing in a small graph
is fast" [13, p. 354]. However, this ignores the effect
of the resulting redundancy in search. The use of
the interaction abstraction space causes IBIS to lose
the property of systematic search2 in two ways:

¯ There is no coordination between the debug-
ging process of refining an inconsistent candi-
date and the process of generating and testing
a new hyperpath from the original interaction
spaces. This is crucial since "Several refine-
ments are normally required for complex struc-
tures" [13, p. 355].

¯ No systematic way is presented for adding mul-
tiple components of a single type in service of a
single objective. This can only be accomplished
by repeated cycles of search and refinement [13,
p. 354].

Since SIE searches through the concrete space of pos-
sible design topologies rather than through the ab-
stract space of interactions, there is no need for IBIS’s
debugging-style refinements. This leads to a search
we believe is both complete and systematic. Yet like
IBIS, SIE uses the interactions of the various param-
eters both for search control and as a cheap method
of partial design verification; we believe that SIE gets
the same computational focus from its simple inter-
action set representation as does IBIS from its space
of existing and potential interactions. We demon-
strate this in the next section.

3 Our Technique

Our technique includes two factors that simplify the
design task: interaction set representation to guide
search and test potential designs, and a systematic
search algorithm. We discuss the details of these
below, demonstrating the technique on Williams’
punchbowl example.

3.1 Defining a Device

Let 7:) = -~C, Af,2:~ be a device, where C is a set
of components, A/" is a set of nodes, each node a
pair of component terminals signifying connections
between them3, and 2: is the set of interaction sets.
The device can be partial if not all terminals are
connected or complete if all terminals are connected
to a node and the connection graph is connected.

For the punchbowl problem, the initial device con-
sists of a bowl and a vat, unconnected. In our ter-

2Completeness may be sacrificed also, but this is
unclear.

3The restriction to two terminals per node is relaxed
in the discussion of section 5.

minology this is:

C = {vat, bowl)
~v = {)
Z = {Ht,,at, V, jat, Qtopl,jat),Qbot(vaPtop(~t), Pbot( ,,,,O.¢

{ H tbowl, Ybowl, Qtop(bowO, Qbot(bowO,
Ptop(bo~,O, Pbo~(bo~,O 

3.2 Specifying &: Testing Behavior
Interaction sets, a partitionment of parameters into
equivalence classes that interact causally through
one or more equations, form the basis for our
method. Interaction sets maintain information on
which parameters can influence each other without
the overhead of representing the details on how they
interact.

If we have a bowl and a vat, as in the example
above, we have two sets in the interaction sets, one
for the variable parameters relating fluid character-
istics of the vat (volume, height, pressure at termi-
nals, etc) and another for the fluid parameters of the
bowl. If we added a pipe, still unconnected to the
other components, we would add another set for its
fluid parameters, pressure and flow. If the pipe were
made of a conducting material, we could also con-
sider a set for the related electrical parameters, volt-
age and current. The interaction sets corresponding
to each unconnected component can be easily gen-
erated from the primitive equations defining each
component type.

We use union-find algorithm to maintain consistency
of the interaction sets when joining components.
When a node connects two terminals, the effort pa-
rameters (e.g. voltage or pressure) associated with
the terminals get equated and the flow parameters
(e.g. current) get closed with KCL. However, as far
as the interaction sets are concerned, the only signif-
icant change has been a possible causal connection
between these parameters and so their respective in-
teraction sets are unioned together.

The desired behavior can also be considered as a
set of parameters that interact in the completed de-
vice. Thus, interaction sets form a quick test of a
new device’s utility: do all the desirable interactions
(i.e. all the parameters in the desired behavior equa-
tions) actually interact (i.e. are they all in the same
interaction set)?4

4There is a potential problem with this technique.
Suppose that the desired equations are A + B ---- C + D
then this could be solved by two parallel interactions
A = C and B = D without all parameters joining a sin-
gle interaction set. We can compensate for this of course
with a weaker test on the interaction sets, but the fo-
cussing power is reduced. More research is necessary to
formally prove necessary and sufficient interaction con-
ditions for design validity. The IBIS algorithm has a cor-
responding problem -- the number of hyperpaths that
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The desired behavior for the punchbowl is "[change]
the height difference in the direction opposite to the
difference" [12, p. 59] which can be written as the
following SR1 equation (in which square brackets
denote the sign-of function):

[~ (Htvat - Htbowl)] = [Htbowt- Htvat]

This equation relates the two parameters Htvat,
Htbowl, and their derivatives. The first test of a
potential design would be to check the interaction
sets of the device, and rule it out if the two parame-
ters were in different sets. The quick test can defini-
tively rule out some devices; if the parameters of the
desired behavior equation are not in the same inter-
action set then the equations for the device cannot
include the desired behavior. This is only a neces-
sary condition; it is insufficient for complete verifi-
cation. If a device passes the interaction set test,
the detailed equations are generated and evaluated
with respect to the desired behavior. Currently we
do the test by hand using MINIMA’S functionality.

3.3 Generating Designs

The search algorithm takes a partial design
-<C, 27, 27>-, a list of open terminals O, and the de-
sired behavior specification S. It systematically gen-
erates new devices by considering an open terminal
and considering all the things to which it can at-
tach: all the compatible5 open terminals from the
existing components, all compatible terminals from
the set of possible components and the possibility of
not attaching the terminal to anything. For regu-
larity, we consider this case as connecting the termi-
nal to a special virtual terminal called an ENDCAP,
with exactly one terminal compatible with all ter-
minal types. Figure 1 shows a non-deterministic,
tail-recursive version of the algorithm with a limit,
Max, on the number of components that may be
added. The limit allows for efficient implementation
using depth-first iterative deepening search.

sm can generate Williams’ solution for the punch-
bowl problem with four recursive calls, given
the initial structure and desired behavior de-
scribed previously and the open terminal set O --
{top(vat), bot( vat ), top(bowl), bot( bowl) 

First, sI~. decides to connect terminal bot(vat) to a

pairwise connect a set of parameters is vastly greater
than the number of connected paths.

5Representing and reasoning about compatibility is
an interesting topic in itself. Although we use a sim-
ple type system that restricts terminal connections,
one could imagine a more sophisticated system such as
Williams’ IOTA [12].

Algorithm: SIE(-~C,./~f, 27N-, 0, S, Max)
1. Termination: If ICI > Max then signal fail-

ure and backtrack. Else, If O is empty and
Tcst(-<C, 27, Z>-, S) = true then signal success
and return design. Else, signal failure and back-
track.

2. Select Open Terminal: Let t be an open ter-
minal in O.

3. Select Connecting Terminal: Either con-
nect t to another terminal t’ in O or in-
stantiate new component c with terminal set
Onet0 and choose t’ from On~. BACKTRACK
POINT: Each existing compatible open terminal
and each possible new component and compat-
ible terminal must be considered for complete-
hess.

4. Update Device: If both terminals were chosen
from the existing O, let C~ = C. Else, let C’ =
C U {c}. In either case, let 27’ = Ar U {(t, t’)}.

5. Update Interaction Sets: If two terminals
from existing components were connected, the
interaction sets corresponding to the relevant
parameters of the terminals are replaced with
their union. If a new component was added, all
of its interaction sets are added to 27, then the
relevant ones are joined to reflect the connec-
tion.

6. Update Open Terminal Set: If both termi-
nals were chosen from O, let O’ = O - {t, t’}.
Else, let O’ = O U O,,e, ~- (t/t’}

7. Recursive call: SIE(-~C ,.Af , :Z">’-, t, S, Max)

Figure 1: The SIE Algorithm

new instance of a pipe. The resulting device is

C

27 =
7: =

{vat, bowl, pipe}
{ ( bot( vat) el(p/pe))}
{Ht~at, V~at, Qtop(vat), Qbot(vat), Prop(vat),

Pbot(vat), Pel(pipe), Qel(pipe), Pe2(pipe), Qe2(pipe)}
{ H tbowl, Vbowl, Q toplbowl) , Obot(bowl),
Prop(bowl), Pbot( bowl) 

The open terminal list
is O = {top(vat), top(bowl), bot(bowl), e2(pipe) and
the second call to SlE chooses two open terminals
from this set to connect, bot(bowl) and e2(pipe).

C

27 =
27 =

{vat, bowl, pipe}
{ ( bot( vat), el(pipe)), ( bot( bowl), e2(pipe 
{ H tvat , Vvat , Q top( vat), Qbot(vat),
Prop(vat), Pbot(vat), Pel(pipe), Q, el(pipe),
Pe2(pipe), Qe2(pipe), Htbowl, Vbowl,
Qtop(bowl), Qbot(bowl), Ptop(bowl), Pbot(bowl)}

The open terminal list is now (top(vat), top(bowl)}.
The last two calls to sIE connect these in turn to a
virtual endcap. With the open terminal list empty,
the device is "complete" and ready to send to a test
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procedure.

The test procedure operates hierarchically, first
checking that the set of parameters of the desired
behavior equation is a subset of one of the inter-
action sets, true in this example. Then the testor
generates the equations for the device, and uses a
hand simulation of MINIMA to validate the design.

4 A More Complex Example

............................... I wlve.

I

I ................l
Desired
Height

Figure 2: Example with multiple operating regions

We have hand simulated SIE on another, slightly
more complex example in order to explore designing
with multiple operating regions. Suppose the desired
behavior is to have the level of the fluid in bowl in-
crease if it falls below a specific desired height, and
to remain constant otherwise. This can be expressed
by two Horn clause equations:

Htbowt < gtoe,ired ---* [~(Htbowt)] = [-I-]
Htbowt > Htve,,red --* [~(Htbowt)] [0]

Figure 2 shows a possible solution to the problem.
A valve attached to the bottom of vat is opened
when the height of fluid in bowl falls below a desired
amount.

4.1 Multiple Operating Regions
In this example, the use of a conditional specifica-
tion of desired behavior clearly signals the need for a
solution design that has multiple operating regions.
Other examples, however, may require such solu-
tions even with simple specifications. For example,
if there were no simple primitive pipes in the punch-
bowl problem, but pipes containing one-way pres-
sure regulating valves (i.e. fluid diodes) did exist,
then the simplest solution would require two diodes
connected in parallel 6 and the consequent multiplic-
ity of operating regions.

We also note in the lumped parameter model,
multiple operating regions can be introduced only
through primitive components exhibiting such be-
haviors. Discovering multiple regions that are in-
troduced dynamically requires geometric reasoning;

SWe are adopting Williams implicit restriction that
the terminals at the bottom of the vat and the bowl are
incompatible and cannot be joined directly.

in fact it is just one of many challenges that face a
more comprehensive approach to design. Although
neither SIE nor IBIS are currently equipped to han-
dle geometric reasoning, we have explored the issue
of geometry in mechanism design [6], and hope to
determine if SIE can be adapted to handle geometric
domains.

4.2 Representing Multiple Regions
Our solution to the multiple regions question for this
example was to consider different sets of interaction
sets, one active for each region. Since the valve ex-
hibits two regions, SlE could automatically record
the two regions and bifurcate the interaction sets
for each one. This provides a straightforward way
to maintain information on which variables inter-
act in which region. Of course, there could be a
combinatorial explosion of regions when many prim-
itive components each have conditional behaviors.
In practice, however, many practical designs have
only a few complex parts. Perhaps heuristics can
be employed to help SIE minimize the use of such
components?

5 Is Scaling Practical?
The most crucial question to ask of any first princi-
ples design algorithm is combinatorial: how does the
approach scale? We break this question into several
parts. First we consider the fundamental growth
rate of the number of component connection topolo-
gies. Next we discuss the effect of interaction repre-
sentations on the size of the search space; we plan
to evaluate this empirically. Finally, we discuss the
possible effect of heuristics and case-based design.

5.1 Combinatorial Analysis
Suppose that there are C types of components, each
with two terminals. Further assume that there are
at most two terminals connected at each node. Then
there are O(Cn) connected device topologies with n
symmetric parts. Of course, if more than two ter-
minals can be connected at a node, then the num-
ber of designs increases correspondingly. If there
are m nodes and no limit on the number of ter-
minals connected to a node, then there are about
mnCn possible n component device topologies, con-
sidering symmetry and the fact that both terminals
of a component are rarely connected to the same
node. Considering an electric component set of iden-
tical batteries, resistors, capacitors and inductors,
this suggests that there are about 17 million device
topologies with 6 components and 4 nodes. While
this is clearly a large number, it is reassuring to note
that proposed chess machines can search this many
board positions in just 15 seconds.

5.2 Interaction Representations and Search
The analysis of the previous section ignores the effect
of our interaction representation on search. There
are two ways that interaction sets increase the speed
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of SIE. Since the presence of all goal parameters in
the same interaction set is a necessary (yet insuffi-
cient) condition for design success, interaction sets
provide a fast preliminary verification in the testor.
Of course, by itself this results in no search space
reduction.

The other way that interaction sets can be used is
as a heuristic to guide the selection and connection
of components in steps 2 and 3 of SIE (figure 1).
Various heuristics are possible (maximize size of re-
sulting interaction sets, etc.) and they correspond to
search strategies in IBIS’s interaction spaces. To see
this, note that the combinatorial analysis of the pre-
vious section applies to IBIS as it does to SIE. For a
moment assume that IBIS used a completely instan-
tiated (infinitely large) interaction graph instead 
its finite space of potential interactions. Since each
component is described by one or more equations,
the number of hyperedges is no less than the num-
ber of possible components. This implies that the
fundamental idea of an interaction space results in
no savings over search in component space -- the
only possible advantage comes from the use of a fi-
nite description. Yet (as we argued in section 2), this
requires multiple refinements and the loss of system-
aticity. Hence we believe that IBIS searches a space
that is strictly larger than sIE’s space of components.

The question remains: how effective are heuris¢ics
based on interaction sets? We believe that this ques-
tion can only be answered empirically. We plan to
do exactly this, once we finish implementing sI~..

5.3 Case-Based Design

No set of heuristics and abstractions is sufficient to
tame an inherently combinatorial search if the prob-
lem size grows without bound. For really large de-
sign problems, a first principles approach must be
coupled to a library of past experience. One way to
perform this is with a case-based approach that uses
a modified first principles design algorithm to adapt
past solutions to new problems. In [4] we show how
this can be done for the synthesis of partial order
plans, retaining soundness, completeness and sys-
tematicity. It would be easy to perform the same
modification on sin. Combined with an extensive
design library and a good indexing system, we think
this could result in a workable design system.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have described SIE, a new algo-
rithm for innovative design of lumped parameter
models from first principles. Our approach is based
on Williams IBIS system and represents an incremen-
tal advance in the search aspects of that system.
We have argued that (unlike IBIS) SIE is complete
and systematic. Both algorithms are sound if the
subsidiary verification algorithm (e.g., MINIMA) is
sound.

Our suspicion is that both IBIS’s interaction spaces
and sIE’s interaction sets are only a partial solution
to the combinatoric problems of design from first
principles. Once we finished an implementation, we
hope to use empirical techniques to gain a better
grasp of their power and the corresponding scalabil-
ity of these innovative design algorithms.
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